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I am writing this with the
rain lashing on the windows
and a casserole gently cooking
in the slow cooker, ready to
warm up my children on their
return from school. Hardly the
scene of a summer’s day in June
- however, it makes me feel less
guilty about staying indoors
and making cards! Rest assured
I shall be making plenty over
the next few weeks as I’m no
football fan, and will get little
sense from my family during
this period, as the World Cup
football dominates the televi-
sion! This issue will allow such
indulgence as it features many
new and wonderful ideas.

The beautiful flowers of
summer are well reflected in
three very different designs:
‘A Birthday Bouquet’, ‘Summer
Rose Basket’ and also ‘Nylon
Flowers’. This last design by
Monica Watkins has quite a 
history, dating back to wartime.
We are indeed very fortunate to
be able to combine the skills of
tried and tested methods from
the past with the wonderful
array of materials that tech-
nology brings us today. ‘Paper

Sculpture’, it seems, also has a
very interesting history and is
one of five different paper
designs in the magazine, the
others being ‘Papercut Flowers’,
‘A Hoppy Birthday’, ‘Paper
Butterflies’ and ‘Paper Yachts’ -
all suitable for many age groups.

Brigid Aita features in one of
our designer profiles, a clever
artist who appears to have
found comfort and satisfaction
through her work during some
difficult times in her life. Her
silk paintings illustrated are
quite lovely. Read also Astrid
Kenyon’s article on rubber
stamping - she certainly exudes
a great enthusiasm for the
hobby and it is as easy, enjoyable
and as addictive as she
describes. Another regular 
feature in the ‘Readers Gallery’
displays your talent and the
varied designs continue to thrill
us all at Craft Creations.

Cross stitch patterns this
time include ‘Cross Stitch
Dolphin’ and clever ideas for
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two bookmarks in ‘Red and
Gold’ and ‘Bookworm’. Book-
marks are a very underrated gift
card and present in one, which
can be put to good use.

For those wishing to have a
bit of fun and try something
novel, ‘Birthday Balloons’,
‘Glass Moon’ and ‘Mermaid’
will all fit the bill. We have a
great new range of sequins
available, and ‘Fantasy Football’
makes use of some of these in
an extremely topical way!
Finally, ‘Citrus Pip Pals’ shows
great humour, using a naturally
available product to create
amusing little characters.

Well, I’ll close now to make 
a lemon meringue pie for desert
to obtain the lemon pips. On
second thoughts, I’ll give them
a fresh orange each and use 
the time I would have spent
cooking to make another card!
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Fantasy Football
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By Michelle Stern
Here is a simple but novel design for a card

which would be suitable for any football fan,
young or old. Change the football colours to suit
their favourite team colours. With a change of
wording the design can be adapted for Father’s
Day or even a Congratulations card.

Materials Required:
Transparent PVC: PEN01 95mm x 95mm.
Rubber stamp footballer (By Stampendous).
Rubber stamp ‘Happy Birthday’.
Confetti: SEQ59.
Thin white card 60mm x 60mm.
Coloured Stamp pad.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
1 Sticky fixer pad.
Card mount: AP09U.

To Make The Card:
Using the footballer stamp and an ink pad in

your chosen colour, stamp a footballer onto the
piece of thin white card then put it aside to dry.
If you are using a rubber stamp for the greeting
on the card you should do it next, whilst the
card is still flat, allow it to dry before continuing. 

Place the card face down on the work surface
and position a little of the confetti onto the end
panel which will be behind the aperture. Do not
put in too much as it will not move when shaken

and may cause bulges in the card. Spread the
confetti out so the plastic will lay flat over it.

Make a trail of glue around the edges of the
PVC, take care not to leave any gaps in the glue
line to prevent the stars from leaking out. Make
sure the glue line will not show through the
aperture when the card is closed, then stick the
PVC over the confetti. Glue the card closed in the
usual way.

Cut the sticky fixer in half, use one half to
attach a football sequin to the card. Cut out your
rubber stamped footballer and use the other half
of the sticky fixer, cut into smaller pieces, to stick
the footballer onto the card, overlapping the
aperture slightly as in the picture. 

There are many possibilities for changing the
design and this option shows a sequin waste
‘net’ and a rubber stamped ball, the wording is
done with confetti but Peel Off’s or calligraphy
would look just as good.



Paper Yachts
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By Adela Davis
The sea in this card has been made from 

ordinary white paper which was painted with
watercolour paints and then torn into strips. 
This gives a lovely frothy white edge to form 
the waves and also means that if you cannot
paint a realistic sea it really does not matter, 
the end result will look beautiful.

Materials Required:
Blue paper 90mm x 50mm for the sky.
White paper 210mm x 90mm.
Watercolour paints: Blue, Green, White,
Turquoise, Brown, Yellow and Red
12mm Paintbrush.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Scraps of paper and Silver foil for the yachts.
Card mount: AP06U

To Make The Card:
Colour wash the white paper with light

blue/green. When this is dry add a darker layer
to include blue, green, turquoise and just a hint
of brown, yellow and red. 

This is applied in very rough strokes using a
12mm brush. See the sample below as a guide to
the overall effect to aim for, your sea should look

something like this before it has been torn. When
you are happy with the result set it aside to dry.

Fold the card and lightly draw around the
inside of the aperture to mark the flap behind,
then unfold it again. Glue the piece of blue paper
into position on the card, making sure the edges
cover the pencil lines at the top and sides. I have
used blue sugar paper as it has tiny flecks in it
rather than being absolutely plain. 

Tear the painted paper into strips, make them
approximately 20mm wide, when tearing the
paper you will get a better white edge if you
hold the main sheet flat and tear the strip off by 
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pulling it upwards. Leave enough blue paper
showing to make a good sized sky and, starting
at the top, stick the strips of sea in rows below
this. As the yachts have to be tucked between the
‘waves’, make sure any glue is kept away from
these areas.

The yachts can be made from scraps of paper,
leaflets which come through the door are often
lovely colours. The flags can be made from
kitchen foil or sweet wrappers. Cut out the

shapes using the templates on the left.
Glue the masts to the back of the hull on
each yacht and stick them into position
in the waves. Stick the sails and flags
into place. Put a line of glue around the
edges of the flap and stick the card
closed to finish.

Below: There are other ways to make
the sea if you are not confident enough
to try the painting. For this version I
have made the sea and sky from old
envelopes. There are many pretty and
often quite colourful patterns to be
found on the insides of envelopes and
they can be used to great effect in 
various card making ideas.

Left: For this card I have used a blue Marl-
marque ‘sky’. I have mixed blue Cloud Nine and
pale blue Cloud Nine card to make the waves,
which when torn allow the white centre to show
like froth on the waves. The clouds are done in
the same way, but tearing away all the colour to
reveal a sort of fluffy white.

Actual Size



Paper Sculpture
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By Pauline Molesworth
Throughout the centuries paper has

been used in a three dimensional form.
Paper sculpture as we know it today 
has it’s origins in Eastern Europe and 
in Polish folk art in particular. Polish
immigrants carried the art to the U.S.A.
and paper sculpture became an art form
with universal acceptance in the media
and fine art world.

Materials Required:
White Bockingford watercolour paper,
90lb/190gsm 250mm x 180mm.
Fine pencil.
Tracing paper.
Craft knife.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Pair of fine scissors.
Card mount: AP01U in Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
The design is cut entirely from white

Bockingford watercolour paper. Each
flower is made in two parts which are
then glued together.

Flower petals: Make five of these
using the template below. Make sure any pencil
marks are rubbed out or are on the underside,
then gently bend the flowers so that the petals
curve up to make water lily shapes.

Flower Centres: Make five of these. Cut a strip
of white Bockingford 10mm x 120mm. Snip
across the strip all the way along the long edge 

at approximately
2mm intervals,
cut about three 

quarters of the width of the paper strip leaving a
narrow uncut edge, see the diagram below.

Roll from one end, not too tightly, and glue
the end so that it does not unroll. Once the glue
has dried, gently bend out
the snipped top of each
flower centre, see picture
below. Glue the flower
centres to the petals and
leave to dry.
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Above: For this card I have used thin paper in various
colours for a totally different effect while still using the
same technique.

Leaves: Make twelve of these. The leaves will
need to be scored so that they fold cleanly, it is
easier to do this before you cut them out. Draw
the leaf shapes onto an area of Bockingford. The

score lines go along the length
of each leaf in a gently curved
line. Scoring can be done with a
craft knife, be careful not to cut
right through the paper, just
through the top surface. You 
can also use a large tapestry
needle, choose one which has a
rounded point, rather than a
sharp one, you will need to
press quite hard to get a good
line. Cut out the leaves and fold
along the score lines. 

Glue the card closed, and position the flowers
and leaves onto it using the oval shape as a
guide. When you are happy with the layout glue
each piece into place. This design would also
look good on an SF01G dark blue card with a
gold oval borderline.

Above: I have added a container and changed
the style of the flowers and leaves in this design.
Follow the instructions below for this variation.

Flowers: Make 8, cut out the flower petals
using the template below, and snip towards the
centre as shown, leaving a 7mm circle uncut in 

the centre of the flower. Bend the petals up 
from around the centre circle, and curve them
just a little.

The flower centres are made in the same way
as the previous design but are just a little smaller,
make the strip of paper 10mm x 90mm. Glue the
flower centres onto the the petals. Make 6 leaves
using the template, score them, and cut them out.

Container: You could make this any shape
you like or use the template below, a long thin
vase with just a few flowers would suit an
upright card mount. 

Arrange all the pieces on the card mount and
glue into position.



Mermaid
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By Robin Britton

Materials Required:
Sandpaper 90mm x 65mm.
Scraps of paper: Turquoise, 
Green and White.
Marlmarque or Blue paper for the sky
65mm x 90mm.
A selection of tiny shells.
Fimo: Turquoise, Yellow, 
Orange and Flesh.
Fimo: a mixture of Browns, Black, 
Grey and White for the rocks.
UHU Glue.
Varnish.
Paint or felt tipped pens: 
Brown and Black.
Fine paintbrush.
Card mount: AP07U.

To Make The Card:
Begin by folding the card mount and

very lightly with pencil, draw around
the inside of the aperture so that the flap
behind is marked, unfold the card.
Attach the background onto this flap of
card making sure you cover the lines so
that the edges will not show once the
card is finished.

Stick the ‘sky’ into place, and then the strip of
turquoise for the sea. Cut the island out of green
paper, glue into position and add the detail with
brown paint or felt tipped pen. Draw the bird on
white paper, colour the beak in black, cut it out
and glue into place.

Cut the sandpaper to fit the lower foreground
and cut two sand castles from the waste, glue

into place. Put a line of glue around the edges of
the flap, and stick the card shut.

To model the mermaid you will require a ball
of fimo in flesh, turquoise and yellow each
approximately 12mm in diameter. If you are 
mixing your own colours, always start with the
lightest colour and add darker colours a little at 
a time until you get the colour you want. Using
the pictures as a guide make the pieces of the

mermaid as follows.
Take half the flesh

colour, shape and flat-
ten the body as shown.
Use the rest to roll and
flatten an oval head, 
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make two thin sausages
for the arms and make
two tiny balls to hold
the shells in place on
her bosom. Roll the
turquoise into a carrot
shape.

Press the head into
place on the neck and
mark the eyes and
mouth with the end of
a paintbrush. Press the
two tiny balls onto the
chest and mark the
cleavage.

Flatten the tail, cut
and mark the fin design
using the end of the
paintbrush as before.
Attach the tail to the
body and curve the
sides slightly so that
the flesh colour does
not show behind it at
the edges. Mark a scale
pattern all over the tail
using a small pen top
or ball point pen tube.

Choose two match-
ing shells for the mer-
maid, these small shells
are fragile so handle
carefully, put a tiny
amount of UHU onto

the backs of the shells and press them into place
on the bosom. Attach the left arm at the shoulder
and curve until it rests on the tail, press the end
gently to make a hand shape and add fingers
with a cocktail stick.
Make a small depres-
sion in the opposite
side of the tail, smear
on a little UHU and
place a fan shaped shell
on the tail, at an angle
as shown, press gently
into place. Attach the
right arm, work the
hand as before and
position it over the base
of the shell.

The rocks are made
from a mixture of
colours. Blend very

roughly any
combination of
browns, black,
grey and white
to look rocky.
You will need
to end up with
a ball about
15mm to 18mm
in diameter.
Use about two thirds to make the main rock, and
split the rest to make the others. Shape, flatten
and mark the rocks so that they look rough. 

A small amount of orange will make the crab.
Make a small flat oval for the body and six thin
strips for the legs, add the pincers with slightly
thicker strips. Make small indentations around
the edge of the crab’s shell, and mark the leg
joints with the point of a cocktail stick. Add two
tiny beads of black Fimo for the eyes.

Flatten the
large rock a lit-
tle more where
the mermaid
will sit.
Position her on
the rock and
press lightly.
Using yellow,
roll out long,
thin sausages
for the strands
of hair. Start at
the back of the
head attaching
the strands to
build up the
hair. Make sure
the shoulder

joints are covered and that a little of the hair
touches the shells to help hold them in place.

Bake for approximately 20 minutes at 130°C
or Gas mark 1⁄2, then leave to cool. Paint in the
eyes, eyebrows and mouth. Use fimo varnish or
clear nail varnish to give the hair, tail and crab a
wet look.

Use UHU to fix the mermaid, rocks and crab
to the card. Select a few more tiny shells and
arrange them over the sand and sand castles,
stick them into position. I have left a small space
at the bottom and added Happy Birthday word-
ing using a fine brush and brown paint. It is not
easy to paint on sandpaper, try on an odd bit
first, or use a felt tipped pen.



Cross Stitch Dolphin
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DMC                                    ANCHOR     MADEIRA
A  -  535   Dark Grey                     273                1809
B   -  762   Very Pale Grey             234                1804
C  -  928   Blue Grey                      900                1805
D  -  67     Blue Variegated*        1211                N/A
E   -  310   Black                              403               Black
     -  310   Outlines/Black            403               Black

*Note when stitching the sea (colour D), the
thread is a random mix, so you should complete
each stitch as you go.

By Joanne
Sanderson

Stitched on 14 count White
Aida using 2 strands for the
cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. 

This dolphin design fits into
a DE07U card. Stitch count:
width 60 x depth 32.

This card has been stitched
using DMC threads. Using
Anchor or Madeira colours 
may give a slightly different,
although equally pleasing, 
finished result.



Marjorie Swannell
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Designer Profile
In 1991 I read an article in ‘Home & Country’

the monthly Women’s Institute magazine. The
article outlined the history of quilling and also
assured the reader that it was a satisfying and
easy craft to master.

I had recently been widowed and found that
the hours I was spending alone were very long
and lonely. I visited the small local craft shop,
bought a quilling tool, a packet of mixed colour
strips, a book on quilling designed for children
and set to work.

Once I managed to produce a few reasonable
greetings cards I realised I needed to find an
‘outlet’ for them. The local
W.I. market seemed the 
obvious place to start and
they agreed to give them 
a try. 
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The craft was not well
known in the area then and the
sales were quite encouraging. 
I am still taking my cards there
regularly on Friday mornings
and several friends are also 
selling them to their office 
colleagues.

People have sometime
expressed doubts about sending
quilled cards through the post

Creations inserts. (Dare I 
suggest that I would like them
to print some inserts in italic
calligraphy type).

There have been two serious
‘blips’ to my quilling activities. I
suddenly developed arthritis in
my hands and shoulders which
made paper twiddling very
painful. However I kept going 

but, with a little care 
it does work. I always
include a sheet of 
bubble wrap and also
aim to make sure the
designs are ‘post proof’
by avoiding the more
delicate scrolls and
huskings.

I try to make some
of my cards seasonal
while others are more general
and sold at any time during the
year. The basket of roses can be
adapted into a Ruby or Gold
Wedding card by using the

appropriate colours,
and adding a sticker 
for the wording.

I tried to learn cal-
ligraphy so that I could
write my own inserts
but soon realised it
would be a very long
time before I could 
produce anything as
acceptable as the Craft
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and I think the exercise
has stopped my hands
from getting any worse.
Last October I had just
received my Christmas
order from Craft
Creations. The next day
I tripped up a kerb and
broke my arm in two
places. My Christmas
activities turned out to
be about four cards for
special friends.

Now after an hour’s
quilling I straighten my aching back, flex my stiff
fingers, look at the chaos in my dining room and

wonder why
on earth I both-
er. The answer
can only be
that I am
addicted to
quilling. This
selection of
quilled card
designs shows
a variety of
styles of
quilling. I have

used different coloured
mounts to show off the
quilling in different
ways. The parchment
style cards look very
delicate and often give
better effects than plain
colours or white. The
finishing touches, such
as bows and beads are
important and can
make all the difference.

Adding leaf and stem details with a felt
tipped pen is also very effective.



A Birthday Bouquet
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By Kirsty Young
This bouquet card is made using a mixture 

of cross stitch with ribbons and beads. The type
of ribbon is not really important, use any odds
and ends you may have saved. Choose colours
which go well together and arrange them as you
so desire, it will work best if you use at least 
two widths in the design. Each time you make 
a card like this it turns out slightly different,
which is part of the fun.

Materials Required:
14 count Ivory Zweigart Aida Plus 10cm x 9cm.
14 count White Zweigart Damask Aida 
12cm x 17cm, or a pretty piece of fabric.
26 Gold seed beads.
3 Silk rose leaves 35mm.
Sharp scissors.
All purpose glue: UHU.
Card mount: AP01U in Parch Marque Pink.
Note: All of the ribbon lengths shown below 
are approximate.

To Make The Card:
Cross Stitch Roses: Using 

the Aida Plus fabric work the
cross stitch following the chart
overleaf. Use two strands
throughout. Where two colours
are shown use one strand of
each colour. You may find it 
easier to use a sharp needle
instead of the normal blunt
tapestry needle, as it pierces 
the Aida Plus more easily. Care
should be taken over the start-
ing and finishing of threads
especially round the edge of 
the design, the ends need to be
kept short.

When the cross stitch is com-
plete, attach the beads using
one strand of sunshine yellow
and half cross stitch. With sharp
scissors, cut very carefully along
the cutting line, this is shown as 

THREAD KEY                                       DMC   ANCHOR     MADEIRA
1   -  Deep Rose                                 962               75              0505
2   -  Deep Rose/Med Pink   962/3716         75/73   0505/0606
3   -  Medium Pink                          3716               73              0606
4   -  Pale Pink                                   963               23              0502
5   -  Very Pale Pink/Cream   818/712   1020/387   0608/2101
6   -  Cream                                        712             387              2101
7   -  Gold beads                                      

RIBBON KEY    LENGTH & WIDTH      STYLE
A                      250mm x16mm          White fancy ribbon
B                       500mm x 9mm           Dusky Pink ribbon
C                       1000mm x 7mm         White lurex edged ribbon
D                      750mm x 7mm           White ribbon
E                       1500mm x 3mm         Baby Pink ribbon
F                       750mm x 3mm           Dusky Pink ribbon
G                      500mm x 3mm           White ribbon
H                      500mm x 3mm           Translucent beading
I                        750mm x 3mm           White beading
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trim them to length once the rest is
completed. Try not to make the centre
too bulky. The raw ends at the centre
of the design will be covered by the
cross stitch roses later. Allow the glue
to dry before going any further.

The diagrams on the left give a
rough guide as to the sequence and
placement of the ribbons and beading.
The letters refer to the ribbons listed 
on the key.

Finishing Off: Glue the three silk
leaves to the underside of the stitched
roses in the positions marked with X’s
on the cross stitch chart above. Put 
a little glue on to the reverse side of 
the roses. Rotate the roses 45° to the
right, so that the rows of stitching go
diagonally across the card, instead of
straight and press gently into position
on the card so that the roses cover the
raw ends of the ribbon in the centre 
of the design.

Trim the straight ribbons to the
desired lengths. When you stand the
card up, if the ends of ribbon fall 
away from the card, you can attach
them with a small dab of glue. As 
the card is quite delicate, it is best 
to put it into BOX29 instead of an
envelope, especially if you intend to
send it by post. 

a black line round the design on the
chart. Aida Plus has a special backing
which means it does not fray when
you cut it. Extra care should be taken
when cutting the diagonals, you must
make sure you do not cut to a hole in
which a stitch goes through.

Background Fabric: Mount the
Damask Aida behind the aperture of
the card, any fabric will do for this, I
have used Damask Aida because it 
has a lovely semi-shiny quality to it.
Stick the card shut in the usual way.

Ribbon Bouquet: The bouquet is
built up in layers of straight ribbons
and loops as shown in the diagrams.
Start each ribbon close to the centre of
the aperture, and fix into place with a
little glue, the looped pieces will also
end near the centre. Leave the straight
ribbons a little long as it is better to



Summer Rose Basket
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By Elizabeth M. Smith

Materials Required:
Glazed Blue cotton or even weave fabric.
4mm Silk ribbon in Medium Pink, Dark Pink,
Light Green and Medium Green.
Stranded cotton in Medium Pink.
Cotton à Broder No. 18 White.
3 White beads approximately 4mm diameter.
17 Small Pink beads.
Beading needle.
Small piece of White cotton fabric.
Chenille needle, size 18.
Crewel needle.
White lace edging for the baskets.
Thin wadding cut to size of aperture.
Pencil.
Card mount: AP28G.

To Make The Card:
Place the blue fabric flat on your work surface

with the wrong side facing up, lay the card
mount face down over it, and mark around the
aperture with a pencil. Tack running stitches
along the pencil line and stitch a vertical line

down the centre. If you have an embroidery
hoop or frame it will help if you use it for the 
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rest of the design, if not, try to keep the work as
flat as possible as you stitch.

Cut your chosen edging to make the shapes 
of the two hanging baskets and the little ring at
the top of the design. Cut out two semi-circular
pieces of white cotton fabric to fit neatly behind
the baskets. Place the baskets over the white 
cotton shapes, position them on the blue back-
ground, using the vertical line to centre them,
then stitch them down. Stitch the ring into place.

Using the white cotton à broder, stitch 2 long
straight stitches at either side and in the middle,
between the two baskets. Stitch threads from the
top basket to the ring, threading a bead onto each
as you go. Take out the vertical tacking thread.

Each rose consists of a ‘spider web’ base
which is stitched onto the background fabric.
Thread your crewel needle with one strand of
medium pink cotton and tie a knot in the end.
Use the picture as a guide to the positions of the
flowers, and the diagram below for the shape.
Bring the thread through from the back of the

fabric and make a
circle in backstitch,
now stitch five
straight stitches in
a ‘star ’ shape as
shown. Stitch six
of these ‘spider
web’ shapes for
the top basket and
eleven more for
the bottom one.

Thread the chenille needle with a 30cm length
of medium pink ribbon. The ribbon can become
damaged by pulling it through the fabric, short
lengths help to prevent this. Make a knot at the
end of the ribbon. Bring the ribbon through from
the back of the fabric at the centre of a ‘spider
web’ and begin weaving over and under the five
stitches in a circular manner until the desired
fullness is achieved, do not worry about the
twists as they add interest and dimension to the
rose. Pull the thread gently through to the back
of the fabric and start on the next nearest rose.

Continue
until all the
roses have
been stitched,
it is best to cut
and re-join the
ribbon when
going from 
one basket to

the other as it may show behind the fabric. Stitch
a small pink bead into the centre of each rose
using one strand of the medium pink cotton.

For the rosebuds use the dark pink ribbon,
make a ribbon stitch for each bud, see diagram.
Pull the ribbon gently through the fabric at 1,

insert the needle through the centre of the ribbon
and into the fabric at 2, the sides of the ribbon
curl inwards to form a point, do not pull too
tightly or you will lose the curl. Using light green
ribbon, make the leaves either side of each bud
also in ribbon stitch, making each stitch a little
smaller than the pink
buds. Add a small
straight stitch across 
the bottom of each
‘pair ’ of leaves.

Fill the spaces in the
baskets and between
the flowers with leaves
using the medium
green ribbon and 
ribbon stitch.

To Finish The Card:
Cut the fabric to fit the
aperture leaving about 1cm extra all round. Take
out the tacking stitches. Put a little glue on the
back of the card above the arch only, hold the
card above your work and carefully position the
aperture centrally over it, when you are happy
with the positioning, press the card into place
and allow the glue to dry. Turn the card over and
carefully lifting your work out of the way, glue
the other edges of the aperture, then pull the 
fabric taut, and making sure it is still lined up,
press down firmly and allow to dry. Place the
wadding behind the fabric and glue the card
closed, press well to make sure it sticks firmly. 

I hope you enjoy making this design as 
much as I did.



Red & Gold
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By Doreen Mitchell
This design is stitched on 16 count White

Aida (stitch count: width 18 x depth 80), 
and uses 2 strands of Red and 1 strand of
Gold. It fits into a BK02G card mount.

The design is made up of Diamond eye
stitches which have 16 ‘spokes’ radiating
from the centre, part of a diamond eye
stitch, and a little backstitching.

The stitches on the border of the design
all have 11 ‘spokes’ and the red stitches
have 7 ‘spokes’. These are worked in exactly

the same way as
the full stitches,
following the
chart.

Begin by
stitching the red
stitches closest to
the centre of the
design and con-
tinue until all the 
red stitching is
complete before
moving on to 
the gold.

Using the 
gold thread, start
with the centre
stitch and con-
tinue working 
the gold diamond
and backstitches
as you come to
them. The gold
stitches at the
corners are
worked as quar-
ter diamond
stitches.

Put a little
wadding behind
the stitching
when mounting
to give a
slightly padded
effect.

Diamond Eye
Stitch:

Bring the needle up
at 1 and down at 2.
Then up at 3, down at
2, up at 4, down at 2,
up at 5, down at 2,
continue all the way
round for the gold,
and as far as is shown
for the red stitches.

DMC                                 ANCHOR        MADEIRA
304        Deep Red                         47                   0509
DMC Fil argent mi-fin in Bright Gold



Glass Moon
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By Belinda Wallace
This simple, striking design is perfect for

those just trying out glass painting as it requires
a minimum amount of materials.

Materials Required:
Glass paints: Yellow and Dark Blue.
Black outliner and a size 4 brush.
Cleaner relevant to the type of glass paints used.
Sheet of acetate: PEN01, 10cm x 10cm.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and masking tape.
Card mount: AP09U.

To Make The Card:
Glass paints and their solvents have a strong

smell so it is important to work in a well ventil-
ated room, preferably with the window open.

Cover your work surface with a large sheet 
of plain paper. If you are using outliner for the
first time, it can be difficult to get a smooth line, 
practice on a piece of plain paper first. Try to
keep the nozzle of the tube lightly on the sheet
and move at a steady pace, too fast will leave
gaps, too slow will go very blobby.

Trace the design from the diagram. Using
masking tape stick the acetate over the tracing of the moon so that it will not move. You should

now be able to see the design through the
acetate, go over the design with black outliner
taking care not to leave any gaps, and set this
aside to dry.

Place the outlined image face up onto a sheet
of white paper and paint the moon and star in
yellow, then the background and eye in blue.
Painting with glass paints is very similar to
painting with water-colours. Aim to cover the
areas evenly, being careful not to drag the paint
with your brush, you almost need to ‘push’ the
paint to where you want it to go.

When changing from one colour to another
you should clean the brush first by wiping it 
on kitchen towel, then dip it into the solvent or
cleaner, and wipe dry again before using the 
next colour. When the paint is absolutely dry,
mount into the card with a piece of white card 
or paper behind the work.

Actual Size



Citrus Pip Pals
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By Heather Shute
I have been making my own

cards for 20 years or more and
was delighted a couple of years
ago when I discovered Craft
Creations could supply me with
both blank cards and ideas.

I make and sell encaustic
wax cards in aid of Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People but my
favourite pastime is making
orange-pip cards. Have you
noticed that orange (and lemon
and grapefruit) pips look like
birds and fish? They are great
fun to paint and make quite
unusual cards.

Materials Required:
7 Citrus fruit pips.
Gouache: Brown, Grey, White, Yellow,
Royal Blue, Red, Grey, Green and Lilac.
Fine paintbrush.
Pair of tweezers.
Blu-Tack.
Coloured pencils.
Ruler.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP08U.

To Make The Card:
The instructions are for the card with the

birds on the wire, although they can easily be
adapted to make any of the cards shown. Make 
a ‘sausage’ out of Blu-Tack, lay it on your work
surface and push the seven pips into it to hold
them still whilst you paint them. Using the
gouache undiluted and a very fine paintbrush,
paint the birds, use the picture on the next page
as a guide for the colours. When you have 
painted them all, put them aside to dry.

Fold the card and, with a pencil, lightly mark
inside the aperture around the bottom and two
sides to about where the top of the posts come to.
Open the card out again and, using a ruler for 

Above: The penguin card has a hand painted
background with the smoke and flames in
coloured pencil. The ‘ice’ has been cut out from
foam packaging.
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Above: On this card I have added the correct
‘sound effects’ for each type of bird, except for
the Woodpecker. Add the birthdate of the person
who will receive the card, in the Woodpecker’s
speech bubble.

Above: The background on this card is a 
photocopy of a picture which I have painted 
with a watery gouache, this can be very effective
and is a quite easy to do even if you are not a
confident painter.

the straight lines, draw the posts, wires and
words using the picture as a guide. Draw the
speech bubbles with the card folded to be sure
they fit inside the opening. Glue the card closed.

Once the birds have dried, place them onto
the card, move them around until you are happy
with the positioning. Pick the birds up one at a
time using a pair of tweezers, put a little P.V.A.
adhesive onto the un-painted side and stick into
place.

For realistic birds I copy the colours from bird
books, but of course you can use all sorts of
colours and invent fantastic species!

Above and to the Left are
close up pictures of the birds 
on the wire, and the ducks on
the photocopied background. 
It is possible to achieve some
quite fine detail with a little 
care and patience.



Rubber Stamping
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“My Magnificent Obsession”
By Astrid Kenyon

Rubber stamping is a wonderful medium 
for frustrated artists who have a good sense of
colour, but just can’t seem to get any form
around all that colour. I bought my first batch 
of stamping equipment whilst on holiday in the
United States, before the craze hit these shores. 
If I had been a better businesswoman, I would
have been one of the first to join that particular
bandwagon.

Many people I have spoken to, including 
professional demonstrators, seem to try to 
give the impression that there is some kind of 
mystique about stamping, and that it is, if not
exactly difficult, then certainly not easy either. 
I am now, as a very experienced stamper, about
to demolish that myth.

If you think of an ordinary rubber stamp 
and pad, which we have all used in offices, or
watched people use at the post office, the prin-
ciple is the same, with a few extras. I propose to
ignore the plain black pad which some people
think you should start with, and then progress. 
I am going straight for the exciting stuff, and 
this is what I think should be your basic kit:-

One or two good stamps, buy something 
that can be used for many occasions e.g. ‘Rosa’
by Personal Stamp Exchange. An embossing 
pad, a tinted raised pad, such as ‘Hi-Boss’ (see
comments below), and a couple of pigment 
pads, possibly black and brown (more useful
than it sounds!).

Embossing powder: gold, silver and clear. 
A heat source: a stamper’s heat gun or a paint
stripper. A copious supply of the excellent Craft
Creations Cards, all of which accept the stamped
impressions very well. Colours: crayons, felt
tipped pens, water colours - whatever you 
wish to use!

Next, set up your ‘stamping station’. I rest 
the card I am using on a piece of thickish card,
which gives a good surface to work on, and 
protects your table if you drop any of the items
you are using. Pile up the cards you are going 
to use, unfolded.

Line up your stamps, and lay out the coloured
ink/pigment pads and embossing pad. I use a
slightly tinted raised pad called ‘Hi-Boss’, which
after some experiments I find superior to the 
flat pads. Keep the cover’s of the pads closed
until you actually use them. Next comes the
embossing powder. Gold and silver speak for
themselves, and clear is used if you are using
coloured pigment pads. It gives the coloured 
pigment outline a raised, glossy finish, and 
prevents the outline from smudging. A rule of
thumb here is if the coloured ink pad is flat, it
can be used on it’s own, if it is a raised pigment
pad it needs clear embossing powder.

You will also need a piece of paper folded in
half to catch the embossing powder shaken off
the stamped image on your card, and to shoot
the excess powder back into it’s container.

Finally the heat source, some people say heat
up an iron, and hold the card on that, others say
use a hot plate on the cooker, still others say 
hold it over a light bulb. I say forget all that - get
yourself a proper stamper’s heat gun, which is
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slowish, but sure and safe. However if you are
impatient like me, and if you are concentrating
on what you are doing, rather than watching
what the children get up to at the same time, get
yourself an electric paint stripper, any basic
machine will be okay. I find this is very quick,
just take care that you don’t burn yourself, and
remember that the nozzle takes a while to cool
down after you have finished.

All right so far? You should now have every-
thing you need ready to hand. Okay, let’s go......

Take a few seconds to plan your card, and 
the position of the stamped image. Ink your
stamp with whatever you wish to use. Hold the
stamp in your left hand (assuming you are right
handed!), and hold the pad in your right hand.
Thoroughly ‘pat’ the ink all over the stamp, 
you will be able to see if all the image has been
properly inked, if you are using colour there is
no problem at all, if you are using ‘Hi-Boss’ the
raised parts of the stamp will look shiny. Place
the stamp onto the card, straight down - do not
rock, apply a gentle pressure to the stamp, and
lift it straight up being careful not to ‘drag’ the
stamp across the card. You should now have a
perfect outline.

Sprinkle the embossing powder over the
image. This is the most magical substance which
gives a lovely professional-looking raised outline.
I shake out a line of powder at one side of the
image, then tilt the card to let the powder flow
down over the stamped image. The powder will
adhere to the outline. Hold the card over the
folded paper and give it a few taps to get rid of
any excess powder, which you can shoot back
into it’s container.

Heat the card, from the front or the back it
makes no difference. Soon you will see the 
powder melt, and pop up to form a raised 
outline. Put the card aside for a few seconds
while it cools down. 

You are now ready to colour your picture
with whatever medium you choose. You will
need a fairly fine tip to your crayon, felt tipped
pen or whatever you are using, to get close to 
the raised line. Sit back and admire your efforts.

Don’t forget when you have finished your
stamping session that this is the time to clean
your stamps. Clean water is all you need if you
have been using ‘Hi-Boss’, add a few drops of
washing-up liquid if you have been using
coloured ink. Brush the surface of the stamp 
gently, a baby toothbrush is ideal for this. Rinse

the stamp well if you have used washing-up 
liquid, and pat the stamp dry with a sheet or 
two of kitchen tissue (make sure it is the strong
type, that does not leave shreds of paper on the
stamp!).

Anyone can stamp, the beauty and individu-
ality comes with the care you take over the
colouring. Use natural looking colours, and if
you are colouring flowers, don’t forget to shade
the petals and leaves to give a realistic effect.

After you have done a few you will begin 
to feel quite confident, and ready to experiment
with techniques such as découpage, masking,
stamping on fabrics (yes! using your same
stamps with fabric paints), or even stamping 
on ‘Fimo’ modelling clay to make jewellery or
give a card a whole new dimension.

There is little doubt that stamping is addic-
tive, and in my opinion all stamps should be
marked with a health warning “YOU WILL BE
HOOKED”. Happy stamping to everyone, and 
if you live in the Harpenden area, I do give
lessons at my home, or I will go out to instruct 
at ‘stamp parties’. If you wish to make any
enquiries, please telephone me on 01582 715842.

Both designs used in this article appear by kind permission of Personal
Stamp Exchange and are copyright of PSX. All rights are reserved.



Nylon Flowers
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By Monica Watkins
The idea of using nylon tights for decoration

is not new, in the war we used to make brooches
and butterflies with them. They did not come in
many colours then and we had to be inventive.
Turmeric gave an acceptable yellow colour, 
green was a problem we used fabric paint but 
the colour was a bit harsh, we also used dye 
with lots of salt. Luckily a much wider range 
of colours are available today.

Materials Required:
Piece of card or paper for the background 
86mm x 124mm.
Nylon tights in Blue, Red and Green.
Tiny dried flowers for flower centres.
Thin wire - available from florists.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Sticky tape.
Cotton.
Card mount - AP07U.

To Make The Card:
The bird was cut from gift wrap and the 

background is a piece of ‘sky’ note paper. If 
you are artistic you could water-colour your
background or try some blue Marlmarque which
is quite sky-like. Old magazines are also a good
source of pictures which will make suitable 
backgrounds. Fix the background onto the flap 
of card behind the aperture, making sure the
edges cannot be seen. Glue your bird, if you 
have one, into position on the ‘sky’.

Cut a piece of wire to approximately 75mm
and twist it into shape as shown to form a petal.

You will need to make fifteen of these. For the
leaves cut the wire to about 85mm and twist 
into a longer thinner shape as shown, make 2.

Stretch the blue
nylon over a wire
petal and fasten with
thread at the base
where the wire is
twisted, then cut off
the excess nylon.
Make 10 blue petals
and five red ones.

Make the leaves
using the green
nylon and leaf
shaped wires, in the
same way as you
made the petals.

Take five petals 
of the same colour, 

Above: A single flower and
leaf mounted onto slightly
padded fabric.
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hold them together and bind them with some
cotton wrapped round a few times then fastened.

The wire is quite pliable and will allow you to
form the flower shapes. Fan the petals out, fold
two of the petals forward and move them around
until you have a pleasing flower. Make the other
two flowers in the same way.

To finish the flowers, take two or three of the
tiny dried flowers, dip the ends of the stems into
P.V.A. craft adhesive, then push them into the
centre of the flowers to make the stamens. Cut
the wire stems on the flowers to about 25mm
below the lowest petal. Cut the leaf stems to
about 25mm.

Tip: If your bottle of P.V.A. is getting low,
pour a little onto a saucer to dip the stems into.

Make sure the flowers are fairly flat, arrange
them with the leaves around the bottom of the
aperture and stick into position, I find sticky 
tape on the back of the aperture is best for this.
All that is left to do is glue the card closed, just
put a little glue on the corners of the flap to stick
it shut, this will give a more 3D effect.

Above: For this design I have made a spray of flowers
and bound the stems with florists tape, a small bow 
finishes it off neatly.

Below: A design using neon colours. I have stitched
small beads into the centre in place of dried flowers.

Above: This card uses the same technique to make 
butterflies instead of flowers.



Paper Butterflies
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By Anita Light
I have been making butterfly cards for about

five years now after experimenting to try and
make something different. I sell them to help
with church funds and they have proved to 
be very popular. They are simple to make and 
look really pretty.

Materials Required:
Colourful magazines.
Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Dark coloured cotton thread.
Dark felt tipped pen.
Rub down transfer lettering.
Ruler.
Card mount: SF03P.

To Make
The Card:

Choose a
magazine with
reasonable
quality paper if
possible, very thin paper does
not work quite as well, and
select a colourful picture. For
this size butterfly the picture
should be no smaller than
85mm x 110mm. Fold the 
picture in half lengthways.

Make a template from the
diagram on the left and use 
this to cut out the shape for 
the butterfly from your folded
picture. Place the straight edge
of the template along the fold.

Unfold your picture, it will
be shaped a bit like a keyhole.
Starting at the pointed end,
make folds of approximately
5mm concertina fashion, along
the length of the butterfly, see
the diagram on the right. The

photograph on the next page
shows the finished effect, were
it to be unfolded.

Actual Size
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Keeping the paper folded, wrap the dark 
cotton round the centre, wind it round six to
eight times to get a good thick band. Tie securely
and cut off the ends of the cotton. Gently push
open each side of the folded paper to make the
butterfly. It is now ready to go on the card.

Place the butterfly on the greetings
card, do not stick it at this stage, move it

Below Left: In this example I have used 
decorative panel cards to give a different look 
to the finished card.

Below: Try making a butterfly card with a
photograph of your garden or a favourite plant
in the aperture, this is very effective and can
make a more personal card.

about until you are happy with the
position. Put a mark on the card
either side of the centre band, take
the butterfly off the card. Draw the
butterfly’s body onto the card with
the felt tipped pen, see diagram for
the shape.

Add the greeting to the card, I
have used rub down transfers but
there are many other ways of adding a greeting.
Glue the butterfly and carefully stick it onto the
‘body’ drawn on the card.



A Hoppy Birthday
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By Eva Smith

Materials Required:
Thin White card 150mm x 250mm.
Tracing paper 150mm x 250mm.
Black fine line permanent marker.
Coloured felt tipped pens.
1 Sticky fixer pad.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
‘Happy Birthday’ rubber stamp.
Sharp scissors or craft knife.
Card mount: DEC1U.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the 

template and with a pencil trace round
the design of the bulrushes, frogs, lilies
and the lily parts. Place the traced
design, pencil marks up, over the 
thin white card and go over all the 
lines pressing firmly to make a small
indentation on the card below.

Go over the indented lines with the
black marker, make sure you use a 
permanent marker as this will prevent
the outline bleeding into the other 

Actual Size
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Then sticky fix the centres of
the large lily and right hand lily
into place (2+3).

colours. Colour in the
pictures using the felt
tipped pens and care-
fully cut them out.

Lay all the pieces
on the card mount to
find the best place for
the ‘Happy Birthday’
and, very faintly
mark the position in
pencil. Put the pieces
aside while you
stamp the greeting.
There are many other
ways of adding a
greeting if you don’t
have a rubber stamp,
try rub down trans-
fers, sticky back
greetings, motifs or
calligraphy. Glue the
bulrushes, lily pads
and three flowers
into position on the
card. Glue the sitting
frog into place on top
of the leaves and
flowers. Cut the
sticky pad into about
eight pieces and use
it to stick the large
lily flower (1) and the
two remaining frogs
into place.

Left: For this example I have
used the same basic design and
technique but with coloured
card rather than white card, to
avoid colouring the various
components. The whites of the
eyes have been painted in as 
the green has less impact.

The ‘pond’ is made from
torn coloured tissue paper and
the bulrushes from felt. The
wording comes from a sheet 
of Craft Creations rub down
transfers.

Actual Size
3

2

1



Papercut Flowers
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By Catherine
Stalker

Materials Required:
Piece of thin Black card - 
122mm x 173mm.
Piece of Tracing paper - 
122mm x 173mm.
Sharp White pencil.
Craft knife or scalpel.
A thin needle.
4 - 5 Coloured chalks.
Double sided sticky tape 
or P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Cotton wool.
Card mount: PS014, White 
with an embossed border.

To Make The Card:
Using a well sharpened

white pencil trace the design
onto the tracing paper. Turn the
tracing paper over so that the
pencil lines are downwards and
place it centrally over the black
card. You can use paper clips or
masking tape to prevent it from
moving. Using your pencil and,
pressing firmly, go over your
original lines so that the design
is transferred to the black card.
The white pencil makes the
image stand out clearly.

Now you can start to cut out
the design. Place the black card
onto a cutting board or a thick
layer of paper such as an old
magazine you no longer require.
Make sure you have a new
blade in your knife as some of
the shapes are quite awkward
and you must get a clean cut.
Start with the smaller shapes
first and then go on to the larger

ones. Be very careful as any
slips may ruin your work. You
can either cut the whole of the
pencil line away, or cut along
the centre of the line and turn
the design over once you have
finished cutting. Note: the fin-
ished design will be reversed 
if you do the latter. 

The very tiny holes are done
last, pick up your work and
carefully push the needle
through the paper where the
holes are marked.

Put the black ‘stencil’ aside
and work on the white greet-
ings card. Colour the card using
the chalks, lay each stick flat on
the card and push it across the
area you want to colour, this
will spread the colour evenly.
Leave a small area around the
card, where the edges of the
black ‘stencil’ will fit, without
chalk so that the adhesive will
work properly. You can ran-
domly ‘colour’ with the chalk or
make each flower one colour by 
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carefully ‘smudging’ each
colour in the right place as 
I have done.

Use the cotton wool to give 
a final smudge to the chalk
when you have finished all 
the colours. 

Put some double sided tape
or glue onto the back of the
black ‘stencil’. Position it care-
fully so that it fits neatly inside
the embossed border on the
card and press into place.

You could use a lead pencil 
if you don’t have a white one, 
it will just be harder to see
against the black card. Use 
pastels instead of chalks if 
you prefer.

Below: Try using a pale
colour for the stencil instead of
the black, put strong colours
behind it for a different look.
This makes the flowers stand
out and gives quite a pleasing
finished effect.

Right: If you are not confident
about cutting out such a complex
design, you could start with a simpler
design using just a few of the flowers
and leaves.

Actual Size



Birthday Balloons
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Write Happy
Birthday with the felt
tipped pens, if you
are unsure, write
very faintly in pencil
and go over it with
the pens when you
are satisfied. Do not
rub out the pencil
marks until the pen
has dried or it will
smudge and spoil
the effect.

Left: A bright red card
with strips of quilling
paper give the design a
bold look, the greeting
has been added using
rub down transfers.

Far Left: For new baby
congratulations use
pink or pale blue in the
design rather than bold
colours.

By Claire Williams

Materials Required:
Three small balloons: Red, Yellow and Blue.
Embroidery thread 6cm in the following colours:
Red, Yellow, Blue and Black.
Coloured felt tipped pens.
Pencil and eraser.
A small amount of soft toy filling.
Double sided sticky tape or P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors.
Card mount: PS014.

To Make The Card:
Fill the balloons with the soft toy filling to

give a padded effect. Tie the balloons around 
the neck with a matching colour embroidery
thread. Tie the three loose ends of the coloured
thread together with a single strand of black
thread, snip the ends off the black thread near 
to the knot.

Using double sided tape or
glue, stick the balloons to the
front of the card mount, glue 
the threads onto the card at the
knot, making sure you leave
enough room for the words.
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By Irene Ace
Stitched on 16 count

Cream Aida. Use 2
strands for the cross
stitch and French knots,
and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design
fits into a BK01U card.

ANCHOR                                                                 DMC            MADEIRA

A  -   69                  Wine                                          3721                        0603
B   -   883                Light Brown                               437                        2011
C  -   877                Medium Green                           992                        1202
D  -   1                    White                                      White                     White
E   -   403                French Knots - Black                 310                      Black
     -   403                Black                                            310                      Black
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Stitch count: width
62 x depth 18.

This card has been
stitched using Anchor
threads. Using DMC 
or Madeira colours 
may give a slightly 
different, although
equally pleasing, 
finished result. 
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Designer Profile

I started hand painting relatively late in life
when I was obliged to give up my job to care for
elderly relatives at home. Over ten years, I paint-
ed watercolours of local landscapes, cottages and

gardens until my mother ’s death in 1993.
Financial necessity forced me to go back to work
part time, happily I also managed to find the
time to attend an exhibition on silk painting. This
so impressed me that I spent my small savings
on frames,
silks, paints,
brushes and
guttas (not for-
getting a vital
instruction
book!) and set
to work.

My first
sales were
scarves and
ties in my own
designs then,
through the
kindness of a
friend, I dis-
covered Craft
Creations and 
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went on to paint cards using
their blanks. Lately, I have been
trying out free painting without
the use of an inhibitor and find
this very satisfying. I constantly
experiment, developing new
techniques and new skills and
have attended local courses in
advanced silk painting.

When working with aperture
cards, you can get some very
pleasing effects by extending 
the design outside the aperture,
the duck design and flower
bookmark show this technique 
to good effect, and the multi
colour tree goes really well
against an almost plain, blue
mottled background.

For the design in the red
card, I wanted an impression of
a woodland scene. I painted the
silk in greens and browns then
scrunched it up before putting
it into the aperture of the card, 
I then added a few leaves from
different types of trees. 

I often hold exhibitions in
the local village halls and also
give demonstrations to art
groups and Women’s Institute
meetings. I have been fortunate
in gaining several outlets in
local galleries for the sale of 
my work.
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This design is shown in an AP02U card.
White gaps on the diagrams show a cut
and the Red lines show glue. Cut out all
parts as shown. Glue butterflies into place
by their bodies only. Cut between leg and
clown and presents, then between hair and
shoulder, dress and cat as shown. Sticky 
fix into place allowing toys and butterfly 
to overspill the aperture where applicable.
Glue in various places shown.

Cut out all parts shown cutting between
ted’s nose and shoulder, doll’s hair and
face/shoulder, star and mouse, bow tail
and trousers. Sticky fix all parts into place
and glue in the various places shown.

By Jill Fawley &
Kathleen Stroud

This brand new collection
of 3D Découpage papers
expands our very popular
range still further and we 
are sure you will find them 
a very useful collection for
your card making.

Kathleen Stroud created 
the beautiful flower designs
especially for us. These have
been added to our range by
popular request and will 
make lovely cards suitable 
for many occasions.

Jill Fawley has produced
two charming designs for the
young or ‘young at heart’ in her toy
room and acrobat clown.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or Silicone adhesive. 
3D découpage paper: DC042 to DC050.
Card mount: See instructions.

Cut out the parts as shown. Cut between
sleeves and arms as shown. Sticky fix 
arms and flowers into place and glue at
tops. Sticky fix sleeves and hair into place,
glue hair where shown. Sticky fix and 
glue the page.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each card is a complete uncut design,

mount this layer into the card before you begin and build
the subsequent layers up onto it.

When using sticky fixer pads for 3D découpage it is
necessary to cut each pad into smaller pieces, approxi-
mately eighths will work well.

Where the instructions call for glueing, position your
pad as far away from the area to be glued as possible in
order to allow the piece to bend.
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1 - This design is shown in
an AP31G card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and the Blue lines show glue.
Cut out parts as shown. Cut
between the poppy petals
and the various stems and

leaves as shown. Sticky fix
every thing into place allow-
ing the edges of the leaves,
ribbon bow and flowers to
overspill the aperture where
applicable. Glue as shown. 

2 - Cut out the parts as
shown. Sticky fix into place.
Glue where shown.
3 - Cut out the flower parts
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue as shown.

This design is shown in an
AP03U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
the Red lines show glue. Cut
out all the parts shown. Cut
between ribbon and flowers
on the left and on the right
between horseshoe and rib-
bon as shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue where shown.

Cut out all of the parts as
shown. Cut between ribbon
and horseshoe on the right
sticky fix into place and glue
ribbon as shown.

Cut out parts shown. Sticky
fix all the leaves into place
and glue as shown. Sticky fix
the left hand flower into
place and then the back
flower of the two together.
Glue where shown. Sticky fix
last flower into place. Sticky
fix ribbons and glue where
shown.

This design is shown in an
AP48U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
the Red lines show glue. Cut
out parts as shown and
sticky fix into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
trouser leg where shown.
Sticky fix leg into place and
glue as shown. Sticky fix the
head and arm into place.
Sticky fix present into place.

Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the collar and hair.
Sticky fix collar into place
and glue. Cut between hair
and hat then sticky fix and
glue the hair. Sticky fix hat,
flower and nose into place
and glue brim. Glue ribbon
into place by the knot only.
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1 - This design is shown in
an AP53U card. White gaps
on the diagrams show a cut
and the Red lines show glue.
Cut out all the parts shown.
Cut, sticky fix and glue all
the leaves and the bottom
bud. Cut the back rose 
segment as shown. Sticky 

fix and glue into place.
Sticky fix all other parts
into place.
2 - Cut out parts as shown.
Sticky fix bud and centre of
yellow rose into place. Cut
between the petals on the
other roses as shown and
bend the lower parts gently

down. Sticky fix into place
and glue as shown.

3 - Sticky fix petal on left
rose and glue at base. Cut
yellow centre and glue as
shown. No sticky fixer just
bend upwards once glue is
dry. Cut petals on main
flower as shown. Sticky fix
and glue where shown.

This design is shown in an
AP02G card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
the Yellow lines show glue.
Cut out all parts as shown.
Cut ribbons, leaves and buds
where shown. Sticky fix all
parts into place and glue as
shown. 

Cut out parts as shown. Cut
top leaf, petals and sepals as
shown. Sticky fix and glue.
Cut between the two front 
flowers. Sticky fix centre
flower. Cut away bottom 
leaf and between petals of
lower rose. Sticky fix and
glue as shown.

Cut out all the parts shown.
Cut each flower’s petals as
indicated. Sticky fix and 
glue the parts of the top two 
flowers where shown. On
the front flower glue the top
two sections by the bottom
edge only, do not use a
sticky fixer. Lift the top
edges once the glue is dry.
Sticky fix and glue the front
petal.

This design is shown in an
AP03U card. White gaps on
the diagrams show a cut and
the Red lines show glue. Cut
out parts shown. Cut ribbon
tails away from bells, sticky
fix and glue. Cut back bell as
shown. Sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.

Cut out all the parts shown.
Sticky fix flowers and leaves
into place and glue where
shown. Cut bell as shown.
Sticky fix into place and glue
as shown.

Cut out ribbons and flower
parts as shown. Do not use
sticky fixers on the flower
petals, simply use a dab of
glue where shown. Sticky
fix ribbon into place and
glue where shown.
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Above: Mrs L. Morris, Basingstoke. 
Pen and water-colour tulip, painted
onto hand made paper.
Centre: Susan Mehmet, London. A Silk
painted design using gutta and embellished 
with gold.
Below: Lorraine Acheson, London. Silk motif
mounted onto hand made paper and decorated
in the centre of the flower with gold beads

Right: Rose Daniels, Southampton. Machine
embroidered design onto black textured fabric.
Far Right: Brenda Smith, Kingston upon Hull.
Silk painting done with salt. This has been
embellished with hand embroidery and small
pieces of silk.

Above: 
Mrs D. Dexter,
Hereford. 
A design made
from sequins
stuck onto the
card, with hand
drawn stems
and calligraphy
words.
Right:
Judy Young,
Oxford. Design
on Parchment
mounted into a
heart aperture.

Below: C. Hedges, Southgate. 
Scalloped edge card, hand made paper
background over gold threads with a
rubber stamped design.
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Above: Cynthia Hastings, Oxford. Quilled 
balloons in bright colours against a grey ‘sky’
effect card.
Right: 
Jean Clark,
Lancashire. 
A machine
embroidered
design,
mounted into
an aperture
card.
Left: 
Sue Tarbet,
East Sussex. 
A montage of
clippings
about a golf
club my son
enjoys going
to, which
made a very
personal and
unusual 
birthday card.

Above: Beryl Chivers,
Hampshire. Daisy chain design
made from pressed flowers.

Right: Anne Hartland,
Staffordshire. An orange and
green flower design. Simple 
to do but very effective.

Above: Mary
Lane, Suffolk.
This pretty flower
design has been
drawn onto fab-
ric, and quilted.
The embossing
on the card
mount has been
coloured to
match.
Right: 
Denise Jeffery,
Peterborough.
Sequin confetti
design.

Above: Wendy Allcock,
Manchester. Rubber stamped
and embossed ivy leaf design.
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Below: Joanne Swain, North Yorkshire.
A black and white flower design.

Above: Juanita Jain, Somerset.
Crocheted sunflower decorated with
sequins.

Right: Rozalia Bennet, 
Warrington. 
Pressed flowers arranged and covered
with thermaseal.

Below: Eileen Aston, 
West Midlands. 
An original water-colour painting.

Left: Mrs M.E. Hedges,
Milton Keynes. The pan-
sies were cut from dress
fabric, I have highlighted
the edges with pearly
paint.

Below: Mrs J. Roberts, 
Milton Keynes. The cat 
is drawn onto paper, 
cut out and stuck on.

Above: Jill Baker, East Sussex. A quilled
design with marbled paper background.
Right: Brenda Sharples, Rochdale. 
A quilled design.
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Right: Doreen Ryder, South Yorkshire. 
I have made a flower using my daisy
winder, and added a circlet of beads.

Above: Vivian Brumpton, East Yorkshire. 
A hand painted silk design which has been
machine quilted.
Below: Pat Aldersey, Manchester. The gate and
posts have been embossed from a stencil. With
quilled flowers and a punched butterfly.

Above: Margaret Charlton, Oxford. 
Automatic machine embroidery over pressed
flowers trapped under muslin.

Right: Jessie Reddish, Hertfordshire. 
A line of soldiers made in long stitch.

Above: Janet Grainger, West Yorkshire.
A delicate hand embroidered scene on
painted silk. The red flowers stand out
really well against the green. Mounted
into a round arch aperture card.
Right: Cynthia Brown, Somerset. 
The floral scene is made using a notelet
and I have embroidered over some of
the flowers to give it a 3D effect
Below: Margaret Cooke, Norfolk. 
A quilled butterfly combined with silver
painted sea shells and a rosebud on a
spray painted background.
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Left: Elizabeth Chapman, Shropshire. 
The basket and leaves have been painted directly onto
the card mount. The flowers are tatted in multicolour
threads and glued on.

Right: Pauline Randall-Sinnatt, Sussex. 
A photograph cut and mounted onto a gift tag.

Below: Wendy Crichley, London. 
I have painted this design directly onto the Aida using
fabric paints, and then embroidered and cross stitched
the features onto this. I added sparkle to the sea by using
coloured thread with silver running through it. The
design was inspired by Milford Sound with a view of
Mitre Peak in New Zealand.

Below: Maggie Williams, Dorset. 
This is a paper mosaic design put onto acetate.

Below: Jane Brinkworth,
Gloucestershire. Parchment craft design.

Below: Wen Williamson,
Telford. A one off photograph,
mounted into an aperture card.

Left: Mrs M. Van-Broeckhuijsen, Forres.
A hand embroidered rose design in
lovely subdued colours.
Below: Kitty Small, Cornwall. 
‘Wacky Weaving’ card, this has been
made by weaving various thickness
wools and bits of chain.
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